Introduction
Let S be a smooth projective surface over the complex numbers and let c i E H 2 (S, Z) and c 2 e H 4 (S, Z) be two classes. For an ample divisor H on S, one can study the moduli space M H (c l9 c 2 ) of /f-semistable torsion-free sheaves E on S of rank 2 with c^E) = c i and c 2 (E) = c 2 . We want to study the change of M H (c l ,c 2 } under Variation of H. It is known that the ample cone of S has a chamber structure, and that M H (c i9 c 2 ) depends only on the chamber containing H. In this article we will try to understand how M H (c l9 c 2 ) changes, when H passes through a wall separating two chambers. The set-theoretic changes of the subspace consisting of locally free sheaves and of M H (c ly c 2 ) have been treated in [Q1] and [Gö 1] respectively. We show that the change of the moduli space when H passes through a wall, can be expressed äs a sequence of operations similar to a flip. In fact the moduli spaces at each step can be identified äs moduli spaces of torsion-free sheaves with a suitable parabolic structure of length 1. We assume that either the geometric genus/^S) is 0 or that K s is trivial. We shall also make suitable hypotheses on the wall, and walls fulfilling this condition we call good. This assumption is reasonably weak if the Kodaira dimension of S is at most 0, but gets stronger if e.g., S is of general type. When the polarization passes through a good wall, each of the Steps above is realized by a smooth blow-up along a projective bündle over a pioduct of Hubert schemes of points on S, followed by a smooth blow-down of the exceptional divisor in another direction.
The change of moduli spaces can be viewed äs a change of GIT quotients, treated in [Th2] and [D-] . These results could in principle be applicable, although it would still take quite some work to do so. We have however chosen a more direct approach via elementary transforms of universal families, which is more in the spirit of [Thl] , and which also immediately gives the change of the universal sheaves needed for the computation of Donaldson invariants.
In the case that K s is trivial, i.e., S is an abelian or a K 3 surface, we see that the change of M H (c i9 c 2 ), when H passes through a wall, is given by elementary transformations of symplectic varieties.
In the case th&tp g (S) = q (S) = 0 we use these results in order to compute the change of the Donaldson polynomials under change of polarization. The Donaldson polynomials of a C°°-manifold M of dimension 4 are defined using a Riemannian metric on S, but in case b*(M) > l they are known to be independent of the metric, s long s it is generic. In case b+(M) = l (which for an algebraic surface S corresponds to p g (S) = 0), the invariants have been introduced and studied by Kotschick in [Ko] , In [K-M] Kotschick and Morgan show that the invariants only depend on the chamber of the period point of the metric in the positive cone of H 2 (M, R). They also compute the lowest order term of the change and conjecture the shape of a formula for the change.
The case we are studying corresponds to M being an algebraic surface S with p g (S) = q(S) = 0 and a wall lying in the ample cone, in addition we assume that the wall is good.
In a first
Step we compute the change of the Donaldson invariants in terms of natural cohomology classes on Hubert schemes of points on S and then we use some computations in the cohomology rings of these Hubert schemes to determine the six lowest order terms of the Donaldson invariants explicitly. The results are compatible with the conjecture of [K-M] (which in particular predicts that three of the terms above are zero).
Parallelly and independently similar results to ours have been obtained by other authors. Matsuki and Wentworth show in [M-W] that the change of moduli spaces of torsion-free sheaves of arbitrary rank on a projective variety under change of polarization can be described s a sequence of flips. In [F-Q] Friedman and Qin obtain very similar results to ours.
Background material
In this paper let S be a projective surface over C. By the Neron-Severi group of S we mean the group of divisors modulo homological equivalence, i.e., the image of Div(S) in H 2 (S, Z) under the map sending the class of a divisor D to its fundamental cycle [D] . Let Div°(S) be its kernel. Let c i € H 2 (S,Z) and c 2 e H 4 (S, Z) = Z be elements which will be fixed throughout the paper.
Let H be a polarization of S* As we mostly shall consider stability and semistability in the sense of Gieseker and Maruyama we shall write ΛΓ-stable (resp. ΑΓ-semistable) instead of Gieseker stable (resp. semistable) with respect to H and J^-slope stable (resp. //-slope semistable) instead of stable (resp. semistable) with respect to H in the sense of MumfordTakemoto. Denote by Af s (c i9 c 2 ) the moduli space of/f-semistable torsion-free sheaves E on S of rank 2 with c^E) « q and c 2 (E) ** c 2 and Af^(c 1? c 2 ) the open subscheme of Mffic^Cz) of stable sheaves. Let Spl(c 1 ,c 2 ) be the moduli space of simple torsion-free sheaves with c t (E) « c l and c 2 (E) = c 2 (see [A-K] ).
Notation 2.1. Forasheaf^onascheine JTandadivis rDlet^(D)^&® ® X (D).
Many 0f out arguments will take place over products S χ Jf, where X is a scheme. We shall denote by p: S χ X -» S and q% : S x X -»X the two proj^tions and if there is no danger of confusion, we will drop the index X. For a divisor D on X we denote (S) and /e Z, let M(l,a,/) be the moduli space of rank l torsion-free sheaves on 5 with c 4 (
Let N 2 cNSiS") be the subgroup of 2-torsion elements. There is a (noncan nical) isonaorphism r/' m ΛΓ 2 x Hilb B 5 x Div° (5) χ Hilb M S χ Div° (5) , which depends on the choice of an α e NS(S) with 2α = c 1 + ξ and on a representative F in Div(5) for a.
For any extension
where ^(j and ^4 2 are torsion-free rank one sheaves, we define A (B) *= χ(Α ι ) -χ(^4 2 )· Then if α =« Cji^j) -c 1 (^4 2 ), the Riemann-Roch theorem gives
Furthermore for any divisor D we have Δ (ε (D)) = Δ (β) + <α · D>, where ε (D) denotes the dxtension β twisted by the line bundle Θ (D). This follows immediately from the fact that Assume that ξ defines a wall of type (cj,c 2 ), and that n and m are nonnegative integers with n + m = rf^ = c 2 -(cf -£ 2 )/4. Let E| tW be the set of sheaves lying in nontrivial extensions (2.5.1) 0 -* J^iFO -Φ £ ^ J^2(F 2 ) -* 0 where C/ziC^l)» 2 (^)) runs through T^m. It is easy to see that every sheaf EeE% m is simple ([Göl] , lemma 2.3). Let Notation 2.6. Assume that H+ and H, are ample divisors lying in neighbouring chambers separated by the wall W. Then we define defines The following proposition mostly comprizes some of the results of [Göl] , that are generalizations of the corresponding results of [Ql] , [Q2] and will be important for the rest of the paper. Note that unlike [Göl] we assume walls to be defined by classes in 8(5) and not by numerical equivalence classes, and that we look at moduli spaces with fixed first Chern class and not with fixed determinant. The proofs in [Göl] (3) HomG/^iFi), E) = C. Thus.for £"eE^m, the sequence (2.5.1) is the unique extension (c l5 c 2 ) , although new components do occur in some cases. If the wall separating the two chambers is good, we will describe the birational transformation in detail by giving an explicit sequence of blow-ups and blowdowns with smooth centers which are known.
If the wall is good, but the transformation is not birational, our arguments give a description of the components which are added to or deleted from the moduli space.
For the rest of the paper we will assume that H+ and H_ are ample divisors lying in neighbouring chambers separated by the wall W, and that H is an ample divisor in the wall W which lies in the closure of the chambers containing /?_ and H. + respectively and which does not lie in any other wall. Furthermore we shall assume that M = H + -H_ is effective. By replacing H+ by a high multiple if necessary, we can always achieve this.
Our aim is to divide the passage through a wall into a number of smaller steps. To this purpose we will introduce a finer notion of stability. The starting point is the observation that unlike slope stability, Gieseker stability is not invariant under tensorization by a line b ndle. Hence if <^ · /f > < 0 for all extensions ε 2 above, then E(-kM} will be //-stable for any k. Assume that <if · #> = 0. By assumption H is contained in a single wall PF, so necessarily ηΕΑ+(Ψ). Hence by proposition 2.7(3), we get > 2ι (^) = ^(Gj). Therefore it suffices to see that for k » 0 and any / we have the inequality Now which is negative for k » 0 s <£ · M > > 0.
To prove the converse, assume that E is not //_-slope stable. Then by proposition 2.7(5) there is an extension
for A: » 0. D From now on until the end of this section we fix n 0 s in lemma 3.1, and we put Definition 3.4. Let α be a real mimber between 0 and l . For any torsion-free sheaf E we define P a (E) = ((l -a)jf(JE(-C)) + e*(JE(C)))/rk(£) .
A torsion-free sheaf £ on S is called α-semistable if and only if every subsheaf E' c £ satisfies P a (E'(lH)) «S P a (E(lH}} for all /»O, and it is called α-stable if strict inequality holds.
In particular, by lemma 3.1, E is 0-semistable if and only if it is L -semistable, and it is 1-semistable if and only if it is /f+-semistable.
we define 4 (ε) ·= P a (^i) -Ρ β (Λ 2 ). Then A a (e) = 4 (ε) + (2α -1)<C · α> where Clearly 2l fl (e(D)) = Α α (ε) + <D · α> for any divisor D. A sheaf £ is α-stable (resp. a-semistable) if A a (s(lH)) < 0 (resp. ^ 0) for all / » 0 and for any extension ε whose middle term is E.
Remark 3.5. It is easy to see that P a (E(lH) ) is the parabolic Hubert polynomial of the parabolic b ndle (E(C), E(-C) 9 a) (i.e. with a filtration of length 1). Therefore E is α-semistable if and only if (j£(C), £(-C), a) is semistable. In [Ma-Yo] a coarse quasiprojective moduli space of stable parabolic sheaves with fixed Hubert polynomial is constructed, and by [Yo] there exists a projective coarse moduli space for S-equivalence classes of semistable parabolic sheaves. In particular there exists a coarse moduli space M a (c l9 c 2 ) for α-semistable sheaves E on S with c^E) = C A and c 2 (E) = c 2 . We denote by M a s (c 1? c 2 ) its open subscheme of stable sheaves. 
and 4 β (ε) = 0.
Lemma 3.10. Let 0^a_<ui+:gl and assume that neither a_ nor a + is a miniwall. Let E be a_-semistable and a+-unstable. Then there exists a miniwall a between a_ and a+ and an element (ξ, n, m) e A + (a), such that Ee
Proof. By assumption E is a+-unstable. Hence there is an extension
such that for all / » 0 we have Α α+ (ε(ΙΗ)) > 0. Putting ξ -·= c^AJ -c^A^ and using that E is a_-semistable, we obtain the following inequalities valid for all / » 0 -O .
In particular <#· {> = 0 and
Furthermore ξ is not a torsion class and ζ defines a wall on which H is lying, which therefore must be W. There clearly is an a such that Δ α (ε) = 0. D Lemma 3.11. Let a_ < a + be in neighbouring minichambers separatedby the miniwall a. Let (ξ, η, m) 
eA+ (a).
(1) Any Ee E^' m is abst hle, strictly a-semistable and b-unstable for all b> a.
(2) Any Ee E™'% is a + -stable, strictly a-semistable and b-unstable for all b<a.
Proof. By symmetry it is enough to show (1). Let Ee EJ fm . Then E is given by an extension
with ξ ** 2[F t ] -c l and tength(Zi) » n, length(Z 2 ) » m. Now if * > a we have
2(b -e)<C-{> = 2(6 -a)<C · {> > 0
since Λ α (ε) = 0 and <CO > 0. Thus J? is 6-unstable. Assume that £ is not a_-stable. Then it lies in an extension
Hence we obtain <(!(/ -c) · #> £ <(2 -c) · H> and and thus
Consequently Hom^jr^Gj),^^)) = 0 and the obvious map ^^(G^ -* </ Z2 (F 2 ) is an injection. Hence F 2 -Gj is efipctive. If F 2 Φ G lf we would have <(G t -F 2 ) · #> < 0, and, by {ξ -Hy = 0, we would get the contradiction <(2(? 1 -q) · #> < 0. So G! = F 2 . By the injectivity of ^^(G^ -> ^(J^) and the fact that (2.5.1) is not split, we get length (Z 2 ) < length (Fj ) which shows that E is a_-stable. A similar argument shows that E is strictly α-semistable. Ώ Remark 3.12, We can also easily see from the above arguments that in the Situation of 3.11 any sheaf J?eM ll _(c 1 ,c 2 ), which does not lie in any E% m for (ξ 9 η,ηϊ)€Α*(ά) is α^-stable (resp. semistable) if and only if it is α-stable (resp. semistable). 
(1), (2), (3) follow by putting together the results of this section. By lemma 3.11 all the points of M a _(c l9 c 2 ) and M a+ (c\ 9 c 2 ) are α-semistable and hence we get the morphisms ψ_ and ψ+ . The Statement that they be open embeddings over the indicated open subsets, follows from remark 3.12. D
The normal bundles of the exceptional sets
Our aim in this and the next chapter is to describe the passage through a miniwall which corresponds to a good wall. We keep the assumptions from the beginning of the previous section. In addition to those we assume that either^(S) = 0 or K s is trivial, and that the wall W is good.
Let a define a miniwall and let (ξ,η,ηϊ)ΕΑ + (ά). Let a_ < a+ lie in neighbouring minichambers separated by a. For simplicity of notation we shall assume that Because, for (ξ ΐ9 η^ηι^ (ξ 2 ,η 2 ,ηι 2 ) distinct elements of A+(a) 9 the sets E£' mi and Eg·" 12 are disjoint by proposition 2.7 and our arguments are local in a neighbourhood of each E^s, this assumption can be made without loss of generality. Furthermore we assume for simplicity of notation that NS(S) has no 2-torsion. Then the classes are well-defined and T? m = M (l, (c t + ξ)/2 9 n) χ Af (l, (c t -ξ) 1 2, m). Again this assumption is not important, s otherwise the components of E£' m and E"$ are disjoint.
Notation 4.1. We shall write and put E« « EJ' m and E+ «= Ei: J-Definition 4JL Let &{ (resp. ^ ) te the pull-back of a universal sheaf over (resp. 5 x Af (l, (c t -{)/2, m)) to 5 χ Γ, where
Let q = # r : S x Γ -> Γ be the projection. Let Λ/1 *= Ext* (&j , J^') and j*; «= Ext* (J^', ^ ) and P_ -P(j/l), P+ »= P (·*/+). Let π_ (resp. π+) be the projections of P_ (resp. P + ) to Tand τ. (resp. t+) the tautological sublinebundles of j/_ ι= π* (j/1) (resp. J2/+ := π^(Λ/+)). Let J^ i= (id s x π_)* J^' and J^2 «= (id s x π_ 
Proof. As ξ defines a wall, Hom € (^,^) is fibrewise 0, and, s the wall is good, 1(^2) + ^s is not effeetive for (^,^)€Τ, therefore by Serre duality for the extension groups ([Mu2] ) also Ext|(«^, J^) = 0. So (1) follows by Riemann-Roch for the extension groups ([Mu2] ). Now we apply [La] , n Proof. By proposition 2.7(3) and lemma 4.3 the map P_ -* M_ is injective with image E_. We also see by proposition 2.7 that E_ c ML . In case J^ is trivial, Spl(c 1? c 2 ) and thus also the open subscheme M* are smooth by [Mul] .
In order to see that M_ is smooth along E_ in the case^(S) = 0, we have to show that Ext 2 (JF, E) * 0 for any £e E_. So let Ue E_ be given by a nontrivial extension (2.5.1) W o -* y Zl (fi) ^ £ -* y 22 (F 2 ) -. o.
As the wall ΒΓ is good, we obtain by Serre duality and the fact that p g (S) = 0 that Εχΐ We now want to compute the normal b ndle to E_.
First case: p g (S) = 0. Applying Hom e (· , ·) on both sides of the sequence (4.3.1) and denoting by n { the composition of π_ with the projection to the i ih factor we get the following exact diagram of locally free sheaves on P_ :
To identify the entries in this diagram we have used the following facts:
(2) If β is the universal quotient on Ρ(Λ/_), then the relative tangent b ndle is ρ /Γ == β( -τ.), i.e. the cokernel of the natural map (3) ^*r M(li(Ci _^) /2)m) = Εχ^(^2,^2) and π*Γ Μ(1 (4) By Mukai's sheafified Kodaira-Spencer map [Mul] we have i? I^_ = Ext^ (^, <f ). Mukai shows the result only if S is an abelian or #3-surface, but in his proof he only uses that Spl(c 1 ,c 2 ) is smooth in a neighbourhood of E_ (which we have just seen), and is locally free and compatible with base change.
To show that the sequences in the diagram are exact we just use Standard techniques. It is enough to check the exactness fibrewise. One has repeatedly to make use of the fact that { defines a good wall, i.e. if £e E_ is given by (2.5.1), then In addition we use that all EeE. are simple and that Ext^J^,«^) = We also use the vanishings from the proof of the smoothness of M" along E«.
EUmgsmd md G&ttsehe, Variation ofmoduli spaces
Second case: K s is trivial. We apply essentially the same arguments s in the first case. Now however we have which follows easily from Mukai's results [Mul] . We also notice that by Serre-duality s/+ is canonically dual to j/". Using all this we again get the diagram (4.4.1) with the entry j/t. (τ_) in the lower right corner replaced by the kerael of the natural map .«/+ (τ_) -* (P p , i.e. v (t_).
Claim. The image of the Kodaira-Spencer map
Note that, by what we have shown so far, the claim implies the theorem.
Proofofthe claim. For dimension reasons it is enough to show that Im (φ) and Im (ψ) both are contained in the image of κ. We show it for Im(<p). It is enough to show this fibrewise. Let F 1 eAf(l,(c 1 + 0/2,w) and let (P_) Fl be the fibre of the projection n t : P^ -* M(l 9 (c i + ξ)/2, ri) over F t . Then (P_) Fl is the space of extensions with G running through M{\,(c l -^)/2,m). Let xe(P_) Fl be given by an extension
We will want to show that *(2J p .. )Fi (*)) = φ(Εχ1 1 (6 ΐ9 Ε)).
The tangent space to (P-) Fi at χ is the space of first order deformations of E together with an injection F l -* E. For t e Tp_y (x) we get therefore the diagram 0 0 0
and we see that 7J P _ )Fi (X) can be identified with the space of diagrams (*). Furthermore κ (t) is the extension class of the middle column of (*). From (*) we also get a sequence 0 -» E -+ E/y(F 1 ) -» ^ -* 0 such that E is defined by pull-back
This gives a map θ : ZJ p _ )Fi (x) -> Ext 1^, E), such that the restriction of κ to 7J P _ )F (x) is φ o 0. To finish the proof we have to see that is an isomorphism. We give an inverse. Let be an extension. We define E s the fibre product Assume for the following definition and corollary that we are in case (1) of 4.5, i.e. that the change from M_ to M+ is birational. 
Blow-up construction
We keep the assumptions and notations of the last section. In addition we assume that we are in case (1) of 4.5, i.e. the map j L -* M. is birational. In this section we want to show that JidL and $+ are isomorphk. We shall construet a morphism φ + : M_ -> M+, which is the blow-up of M+ along E+, s we shall show. Let φ_: J L -> M_ be the blowup map and j: D -» A/_ be the embedding. We denote Λ?ί «= φ Ι 1 Mt. Let <^_ be a universal pseudo-family on S x Mi and ¥C «= (id s χ φ_)*^_. We want to make an elementary transform of Yi along D s '= S x D to obtain a pseudo-family i^J. of a+-stable sheaves on M* and thus the desired map φ+, If 4L is a universal family, then also f+ will be one.
Notation 5.1. For a sheaf tf on 5xP_ (resp. SxP+) we will write 3tf D for (id s x% )*Jf (resp. (id s x% )*Jf). We also write ^1 D and J^2 I) instead of (^i) D and •^ID(4 0.
By the rightmost column of (5.2.3), (i^) x eE+ for all Jte/λ Therefore by proposition 3.14, i^j. is a pseudo-family of a+-stable sheaves over Mi and defines a morphism φ + : Ml -> M+. We see from the definitions that the restriction of φ + to Ml\£> is an isomorphism to M+\E+, which coincides with the natural identification
As E_ c Ml and E+ c M+, we see that φ+ extends to a morphism M_ -> M+, which we still denote by φ + . Then n D (x) is the point (F l9 F 2 ) e T and jc_ € (P_) (Fl , F2) = P(Ext i (F 29 F x ) ) is the extension class of (5.3.1). Then we have to show that x+ € (P+ ) (Fl , F2) = P (Ext 1^, F 2 )) is the extension class of (5.3.2). given by applying Hom(·,·) on both sides to the sequence 0 -» F l -> V, -> F 2 -* 0. By (5.3.3), gj (5) is the extension class of the first row of (5.3.3) giving f^., and then, by (5.3.4), e(8) is the extension class of (5.3.2). So we see that φ + | D is the projection to E+ .
If for the moment we call φ+ : + -» M+ the blow-up of Af + along E+ and D the exceptional divisor, we get analogously that D P_ χ T P + (or the incidence correspondence in P_ x r P + in case K s is trivial). In the same way s above we can construct a ηιοφηΐβηι φ_ : M+ -» M,. such that φ -lg is the projection to E_ and <P-\M+\D * s J ust Λβ natural identification M+\D cz M+\E+ ~ M_\E_. Therefore we have morphisms <p" x φ + : M_ -> Af_ x M+, φ_ x φ+ : M + -» M_ χ M+ , which by the above are injective and easily seen to be injective on tangent vectors. Furthermore (φ_ x (p+)(M-\D) = (φ-x φ+)(Μ+\ϊ>). Therefore M_ and M+ are isomorphic and in fact both isomorphic to the closure of the graph of the obvious rational map M_-»M+. α
In the following theorem we put together the main results we have obtained so far. In [Mul] Mukai defines elementary transforms of a symplectic variety ^as follows. Assume X contains a subvariety P, which has codimension n and is a P n -bundle over a variety Y. Let X be the blow-up of X along P. Then the exceptional divisor E is isomorphic to the incidence correspondence in P x r P', where P' is the dual projective b ndle to P. One can then blow down E to P r to obtain a smooth symplectic variety X'. We will for the moment call Υ the center of such an elementary transformation.
So by the above we obtain the following:
Corollary 5.5. Let S be a K3-surface or an abelian surface. Let L, H + be polarisations which both do not lie on a wall. Then M H +(c i9 c 2 ) is obtained from M H^( c l5 c 2 ) by a series of elementary transforms, whose center s are of the form f&r ξ defining a wall between J2L and H+ and (ft, m) running through the nonnegative integer s with n + m « (4c 2 -cf + ξ
2 )/4
Renutrk 5.6, If #(S) Φ 0 we can also, for A € Kc (S), c 2 β Z and an ample divisor H 9 study the moduli space M H (A, c 2 ) of rank 2 torsion-free sheaves £On S with
»^ and
Then there is a morphism M a (c l9 c 2 ) -» Pic°(S), whose fibres are the various M H (^4,c 2 ) for A with c t (^4) = Cj . Then, by restricting our arguments to the fibres, we get that theorem 5.4 also holds with the obvious changes for M H (A 9 c 2 ).
The change of the Donaldson invariants in terms of Hubert schemes
In this section we a&sume that q(S) = 0. Let y eifC2fg be the Donaldson polynomial with respect to a Riemannian metric g associated to the principal SO(3)-bundle P on S whose second Stiefel-Whitney class w 2 (P) is the reduction of C!mod2 and whose first Pontrjagin class is p t (P) = (c* -4c 2 ). Then y Cl , C2 , ff is a homogeneous polynomial on H+(S,Q) of weight 2N^ 2(4c 2 -cf -3χ( (5 5 )), ' where the elements of H t (S,Q) have weight 4 -i. In case p 9 (S) > 0 it is known that y CltC2tf does not depend on the metric ( s long s it is generic).
In [Ko] the invariant has been introduced for 4-manifolds M with b+(M) = 1. In [K-M] As CD c 2 are fixed in our paper, we will write % « v CltC2 a and Φ α = ^C l , C2 ,H·
Let pt e H 0 (S 9 Z) be the class of a point in S. Knowing Φ α is equivalent to knowing the for all /, r with / + 2r = N and all α € H 2 (5, Q). For admissible M H (c 1 ,c 2 ) the results of [Mo] and [Li] give We now want to determine how Φ Η changes, when /i passes through a wall. We assume that if c± is divisible by 2 in Ν8(5) then (4c 2 -cj) is not divisible by 8. Then, by the criterion of [Ma2] , M H (c 1? c 2 ) is a fine moduli space, unless H lies on a wall. Now we assume that we are in the Situation of section 3, i.e. //_ and H+ are ample divisors lying in neighbouring chambers separated by W, and H a polarization on the wall W not lying on any other wall and lying in the closure of both the chambers containing H. and H+. We assume furthermore that W is a good wall. For £e [0,l] We notice that Φ Η _ = Φ 0 and Φ Η+ = Φ 1 and it is obvious that Φ & only depends on the minichamber containing b. We therefore have to determine the change of Φ^ when b passes through a miniwall.
We will make the same assumptions s in section 4, i.e. let a be a miniwall and let (ξ, n,m)€A* (a). Let a__ < a+ lie in neighbouring minichambers separated by a. To simplify the notation we will for the moment assume that Α + (ά) = {(ξ, n, m)} and that H 2 (S, Z.) contains no 2-torsion. We also assume that either p g (S) = 0 or K s is trivial.
Notation 6.4. We use the notatioas and definitions of sections 4 and 5. If the change is birational, i.e. we are not in case (1) of 4.5, we shall write AI instead of AdL. Let ά^4 ξ « n «f w, e_ » rk(j/_), e+ « rk(j/+), then ΛΓ « 2^-f e_ + e+ -1 if /^(S) * 0 and N = 2rf + e^ + e+ -2 if AT S is trivial. We put be the Hilbert-Chow morphism [Fo] , where S (w) is the n-fold Symmetrie power of S with the quotient map φ η : S" -* S (B) . For i = l, . . . , n we denote by p i : S" -> S the projection to the * th factor. We denote Δ ί t= {(x, x l5 . . . , JC B ) e S x S w | x = xj and Proof.
(1) It is easy to show using Riemann-Roch, that the condition N > 0 implies e^ > l and e+ > 1. Therefore, s a n OT and /?f n>TO are pull-backs from Γ, it is enough to show that for k ;S e_ 4-e+ -2 we have <*!>)*( Σ (-T + ) S TL) = 0.
Now D is the projectivisation P( ) where Q = «52/_/τ_ over P_ = P(j/I). Therefore 
Therefore we get for a class α e H 2 (S, Q)
Proof. If H 2 (S, Z.) contains no 2-torsion, and a_ < a+ are in neighbouring minichambers separated by a miniwall a with A*(a) = {(ξ, n, m)}, then proposition 6.11 computes Φ α^ι^ -Φ α -,/,Γ· % Serre duality and the definitions we see that, in the notations of proposition 6.11, j/+® j/l v = Ext£ ό/^, </^2 ® Υ ξ ). Thus, if for all miniwalls a the set A + (a) consists of only one element, the theorem follows.
If N 2 <= H 2 (S, Z) is the subgroup of 2-torsion, then T^m ~ N 2 x H b"(S) χ Hilb m (S). So the exceptional divisor in M has « 2 isomorphic components (or we add n 2 isomorphic connected components to M or subtract them), and each component gives the same contribution to Φ α+ι^ -Φ α _,,, Γ .
Assume that A*(a) = {(ξ ΐ9 n i9 m^,..., (£ k , n k , m k )}. Then, s we have seen above, the £«i,mi are djsjoin^ an< j 5 as tk e change Φ α+>ί , Γ -Φ α _,ι,Γ can be computed on the exceptional divisor (or the added components), it is just the sum of the contributions for all (£,·, « i5 m f ). The result now follows by adding up the contributions of all the miniwalls. α By the results we have obtained so far, in order to compute explicitly the change of the Donaldson invariants, when the Polarisation passes through a good wall W= Ψ ξ , we have first to determine the Chern classes of the bundles Ext^(^«, J^,«<g) ν ξ ) οη Τ ξ , and then make explicit computations in the cohomology ring of Hilb d (Su5).
In the rest of this section we will again use the assumptions and notations from 6.4, and will adress the first question, i.e. we express the Chern classes of the vector bundles ) and of ranks rn (resp. rm) on Γ.
Ellingsrud ond Gotische, Variation ofmoduli spaces
For a Cohen-Macaulay scheme Z, we denote by ω ζ its dualizing sheaf. The exactness on the left follows from the fact that q+(£f 2 ®p*V) = 0 and so is torsion-free being a subsheaf of the locally free sheaf J contained in q(3? l r\3? 2 ) and thus it is the zero sheaf.
We apply Hom^ ^, ·) to 0 6.15 to obtain i. Thus the result fol-
Explicit computations on Hubert schemes of points
The aim of this section is to make theorem 6.13 more explicit. We want to compute the contributions δ ξ to the change of the Donaldson invariants for a class ξ defining a good wall, in terms of cohomology classes and intersection numbers on S. We do not succeed in determining δ ξ completely. It turns however out that δ ξ can be developed in terms of powers of { and we will compute the six lowest order terms ( s predicted by the conjecture of Kotschick and Morgan half of them are zero).
Notation 7.1. In this section we fix a class ξ e H 2 (S, Z) which defines a good wall of type (c 1? c 2 ) and will therefore drop ξ in our notation. In particular we write d*~dê := € ξ and Γ:= Hilb d (Su5). As usual let p and q be the projections of S χ T to S and T respectively. We write F«=0 5 (-{)®0 s (-£ + : s ), #!«=#£, ^««^ and a jfr «i ifltf . We put Γ:= ίφ (ω^ ® ω^τ® G# 2 ® p* V).
We see by theorem 6.13 that, in order to compute the change <5, ff , it is enough to compute J 4 y(Ext 1 ( e^l ,j^2®p*F)) -y for all classes yeH*(T 9 Q) which are pull-backs τ from S (d) In the first part of this seetion we compute the first of these two integrals. As said in the beginning of this seetion, we only want to compute the terms of lowest order of the change of the Donaldson invariants. This corresponds to restricting our attention to a big open subset of the Hubert scheme of points. by X it For the universal family Z n (S) c 5x Hilb w (5 r ) we denote by Z n (S') i the preimage of In order to compute the first integral we will use an inductive approach, which is based on results of [El] , [F-G] and which is similar to computations in [G 2] on the Hubert scheme of 3 points. to S$ 2 . Therefore using lemma 7.5 and lemma 7.6 to see that we can replace the push-forward of F"L t by the pullback of s t _ 2 (Γ/ ) via the projection S [n ~ 3 ' n " 2] -> 5 χ Hub" " 3 (S). We then push forward to S x Hub" ~~ 3 (S) and notice that by theorem 7.4 and lemma 7.6 we can replace the pushforward of s (V [n -2]) by s (V} s (V [n -3] ). Putting all this together we obtain We will now introduce a compact notation for some Symmetrie cohomology classes on S" that will also help us in organizing our combinatorical calculations. Definition 7.10. We denote by S n the Symmetrie group on n letters, which acts on S" by permuting the factors. For «€# 2 *(5*,0) and eH 2 *(S l ,Q) we define α * β e H 2 *(S k + l 9 Q)* fc *' by putting be a K nneth component of the pull-back of y via S (n} x S (m} -* 5 (d) . Lei be the pull-back of γ ι -y 2 . Then 0 ^ /, r <Ξ 5. By an easy induction using lemma 7.8, remark 7.9 and remark 7.11 and ignoring all terms of codimension ^6 we get
and m is defined analogously to P n replacing w, / 1+ , i 2 + a d ^3^ by m, ^., ί 2 -and i 3 _ respectively.
Applying again remark 7.11 we obtain (2) We take a locally free resolution
Pulling it back we obtain the sequence
which stays exact by the Hilbert-Burch theorem (see e.g. [P-S], lemma 3.1). Dualizing we obtain the exact sequence
We can also arrive at this sequence differently, by first dualizing and then pulling back. This way we obtain the sequence 0 -> ®x ~+f*A ~+f*B -tf*^1®^) -» 0, and (2) follows. Proof. Using remark 7.16(2) and remark 7.16(3) and applying lemma 7.17(1) inductively we obtain in the Grothendieck ring of S χ ( §" χ § m )^ the equalities 
(1,7) awrf ΟΊ,Λ) rwn through {l, . . . , n} x {l, . . . , m}.
Pro*?/. We compute on (·?" x 5"%. We notice that [^itj 7 ] is just the pull-back of the corresponding class in S" x S"" via g and the conormal b ndle of AfJ is just the pullback of the conormal b ndle, i.e. p*+(T$). Furthermore we note that on (S* x § m )+ we have [4 £ j~] · F t · G } = 0. Therefore we obtain by lemma 7.19 after some calculation that for l <£ k <j 5 the Chern class <*(<!?,+-(-/>*+{ + F f -G,)) is the part of degree k of y -F,) + 3 (G/ + A*+(12{ 2 -12* s £ + 4i 2 (S))(Gj -F f ) +/»,* + (12{ -6# S )(G/ + F ; 2 ) + 4(G/ -/^.
3 )) .
Analogously we obtain that c k (0^r (-ρ?+(ξ + K s This shows the first formula. The second follows by combining this formula with proposition 7.13. D
Now we have described the intersection numbers J s (Ext^ (j^t, «^2 ® p* F)) · 7, and ·' T are in a position to finish our computation of the leading tenns of the change of the Donaldson invariants <5j tf (a). We first want to compute a formula for the change of δ Ν >0 (α) and then compute how one has to modify this formula to get <5 /t ,(a). The reason that the computation of <5 Nt0 (a) is easier, is the following fact:
Remark 7.24. Let /, j 9 k be positive integers, ae# 2 (S,Q), eH 2i (S,Q) and γ eH*(S\Q)® k . Then we get Here the Ρι(Ν 9 α 9 Κ$,ξ 2 ) are the polynomials from the proof of theorem 7. 27.
